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High-capacity sorting 
line for highest demands

The system is working even 
under harsh production conditions.

88
sorting boxes



May 2015 saw the laying of the first stone for the biggest sawmill 
project in the Ukraine up to now. In Korosten, about 200 km 
northwest of Kiev, the Ukrainian Sawmill Holding Company Ltd. 
(UHLK) made a total investment of more than 200 million €. In 
addition to the saw line, planing mill and a production system for 
structural composite lumber the site includes a biomass heating 
plant as well as a pellets production.

Annually about 1.2 million solid cubic meter pine logs are trea-
ted. With a total output of 660,000 m³ sawn timber under the 
brand name REZULT, the sawmill is one of the biggest in Eas-
tern Europe. To produce such an amount of sawn timber, also 
a high-capacity and robust system for the log manipulation is 
necessary. “There may be no compromises. We need a system 
that copes with extreme production conditions”, so the requi-
rements of Martin Henne who has been contracted by UHLK as 
project manager for this project.

For the sorting line Holtec trusts in the design standard solid 
plus which was specially designed for extreme conditions in a 
multi-shift operation. To cope with the requirements, high sys-
tem availability and less wear needed to become the focus of at-
tention. “With its chainless system Holtec contrasted favourably 
against its competitors”, said Henne.

High-capacity sorting line for highest demands: 
The high capacity sorting line consists of two infeed decks  
which are fed by wheel loader. The separation is made by  
means of the tried and tested chainless system. A double acting 
step feeder with energy recovery, designed for high capacities, 
in combination with a chainless aligning unit transfers the logs 
to the further process steps. The chainless technology provides 
for a minimum of wear and therewith a high system’s availability 
– just as the customer requested.

Subsequently the logs are evaluated and, if necessary, reduced 
by means of a high-capacity butt-reducer. Then the logs gather 
speed: From both infeed lines the logs are alternately brought 
to the main line and accelerated on the v-rollerway of up to  
180 m/min – again without using wear-intense chains. The roller- 
way is equipped the dynamic gap optimization gapControlTM  
which is specially designed by Holtec for debarker and cross- 
cut lines. By means of separately driven rollers of the v-rollerway 
the logs are brought to an optimised measure. 

This way the log gap can be decreased by up to 50%. Subse-
quently a pre-measurement type JORO-3D by Jörg Elektronik 
identifies those logs which are either not sawable or do not fit 
into the portfolio. They are sorted out into a special box, all ot-
her logs pass a double shaft debarker by Valon Kone with up to 
150 m/min.

The demand of the sawmill is high and the sorting line must keep 
up. After being debarked, the 3-5 m long pine logs with a dia-
meter range of 13 – 55 cm are sorted on a more than 230 m long 
sorting conveyor into 88 sorting boxes. The data basis for the 
sorting is provided by the new JORO-3D++ scanner.

Part of a 200 million Euro investment
 HOLTEC supplies log sorting line 

to UHLK in Korosten, UA

With its chainless system
Holtec contrasted  
favourably against 
its competitors.

Martin Henne,
project manager


